Minutes for the Executive Meeting:

10/29/07 MAC 111 at 6 p.m.

Sara asked for suggestions from the Exec about who should be the new Secretaries.
Sara talked about what she is working on: budget due October 31, newspaper project (Newsweek, Time, Wallstreet Journal, Washington Post, etc), state of university address, website updates (blog and D2L like discussion), chat sessions (where, when, how? Maybe after GTP events), t-shirts or sweatshirts, a survey, and making sure resolutions are sound.

Paul and Nick felt the GTP idea was not good, but that chat sessions are essential - a peoples forum.

Ricky suggested talking to the econ dept. about newspaper deals.

Brenda and Paul suggested contacting Todd Sanders and Paula Ganyard about making a survey.

All wanted polo shirts for unity and professionalism.

Discussion of RHAA and GTP. Paul suggested keeping them a part, but know what is going on in each. Ricky suggested separate but equal.

Sara asked Exec to send survey questions, goals, and timelines to her for state of the university address.

Discussion of the role of the Senate Speaker to Exec and Senate.

adjourn.

start: 6:10pm
done: 6:22pm

present: Sara Duginske, Nick Cibula, Ricky Staley, Paul Gazdik, Andrei Varney, Brad Zuleger, Pha Thao, Crystal Jushka

absent: Crystal Osman